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The analysis of terms "reflexion" using in different theoretical sistems show: it is 

possible to find the invariant onthological moments in it discribes. At least three ones 

are 

integrated in category "group reflexion". 

1. DIFFICULTY. The obstacle hindrances usual acting (existence, life) motion. It is 

several kinds of obstacles: 

- situational-maintenace (the complication, the contradiction, the nonobvious), 

- intellectual (the deficit of the competence, the imperfect of the thinking operation), 

- emotional (the doubt, the uncertainly, lack of ability), 

- relational (the resisting of interests). 

2. SUBJECTNESS. Subjects sources and subject direction of reflexion are the second 

onthological moment. It is suggested by us ealier that the subject of reflexion can be 

both individual partners in their coactivity concerning some creative problems, and 

collectiv-distributed subject (intrsubject) of co-creativityes reflexion. Metasubject of 

reflexion is conditional virtual scale of reflexions subjectness. 

3. TIME. Usuall variants of reflections distribution in time are: present, retrospective 

and perspective. And three types of reflexions realization in time are: 

- "sequencely-recomprehension" - during the reflexion the acting motion is stoped; 

- "parallel-recomprehension" - reflection prevents the stop, stop is not, 

- "constantly-recomprehension" - reflexion allows to conscince whole existence 

motion consist of several parallel acts. 

The Group reflexion conception based on the idea about united reflexion 

onthology, which appeared in such sense phenomenon ranges as: intellectual sphere (the 



sense of logicality, criticality), personality sphere (the sense of selfregulation, self-

esteem, selfdevelopment) and relation sphere (the sense of collaboration, competition). 

Follow algorithmes in every reflexion forms are the arguments of united reflexion 

onthology: 

- on 1st integrity level: the dismemberment and keeping of control (managarng) sense 

image; 

- on 2nd integrity level: the displacement and watch the images part (parts); 

- on 3rd integrity level: the creating the probable images versions and the criterial 

choosing from them. 

This processes was mediated by spich in group reflexion, on the inter- and meta-

subject scale. 

The reflexion study METHOD base on the reflexion principle and have three 

stages. 

1) We elaborated the method of functional-parametrical analysis of spich during the 

group solution of creative tasks (Tampere, 1993) for the group reflexion study in local 

situation (laboratorial experiment). Now we have computer version of expert processing 

sistem (ABM PC). It helps to conduct successive (retrospective) analysis of group 

creativity. In experiment to study the nature of group reflection took part 564 Ss (during 

1984 - 1993). 

2) We elaborated the group method of reflexive creative training-practing for reserch 

the reflexion in context of environmental events and for help clients to solution the 

problem of there life. It provide the parallel group reflexive processe s analysis in 

reflexive procedure. We served by trening-practing 2380 Ss (1989 - 1994). 

3) Current variant of practical realisation of group reflexive approach is the longitudal 

programme of reflective enveronmental adoption. We condact 15 individual programme 

the development of reflexion constant level (menegers, political figuras, special 

reflexive practicator student) and 2 programme for organisation (1991-1995). 

Group reflexions investigation was shwon efficient to adoption reflective 

principles in practice. 


